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CUSTOMIZED LIMITED WARRANTIES

The maximum benefit amount should a covered part of the 
vehicle fail will be the total cost of the repairs per visit less 
the deductible if one has been provided, or the cash value of 
the vehicle, whichever is less! The cash value of the vehicle 
will be determined at the time of the covered repair and will 
be the average retail value as listed in the current NADA 
Used Car Pricing Guide. If at any time the repair costs for 
covered component(s) exceed the vehicle’s cash value, your 
final Limited Warranty benefit will be our payment of the 
vehicle’s cash value rather than the repair costs. Coverage 
will terminate automatically and immediately pursuant to 
this provision and we will have no further obligations of any 
kind in respect to this terminated Limited Warranty.

IMPORTANT
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HWG warranties the following parts and components of 
your vehicle against defects in materials or workmanship, in 
normal use, for a custom amount of months from the date you 
purchased the vehicle or when the vehicle has been operated 
for a custom amount of miles from the mileage shown on the 
front of this document (whichever occurs first). Repairs will 
be made using remanufactured parts. If remanufactured parts 
are not available, the Dealer will use new parts.

Mechanical coverage including the following: major assembly 
components and steering, air conditioning, engine cooling/
fuel system, front suspension, all electrical systems, all engine 
computers, shocks, torsion bars, engine mounts, brakes, anti 
lock brakes, instrumentation, rear suspension and all seat, 
hood, trunk, lid, liftgate door and window mechanisms.

Our Limited Warranties are issued to the customers by the 
Dealers. It protects the customer against major repair bills 
and components covered by the Limited Warranty if they  
fail in normal use. We administer the terms and conditions  
of this Customized Limited Warranty for the Dealer.

·  Limited Warranties are offered to the customer by the  
dealer. If the customer sells the vehicle, any remaining  
Limited Warranty coverage will be canceled, without refund.

· This Limited Warranty is not transferable.

·  $0 DEDUCTIBLE

·  There is no deductible under this Limited Warranty for  
covered component repairs performed during each  
repair visit. Repairs not covered by the Warranty are your 
responsibility.

WHAT IS COVERED

CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS


